
[Cautions]
・Do not apply excessive load on the cam and do not attempt to force the 

key to turn.
・Do not attempt to turn the key unless it is fully inserted in the lock.
・Removal of the key should only be done in the locked position. Some 

locks also allow removal in the open position as well.
・When tightening the cam hexagonal nut, insert the key in the lock and 

hold the cam, in order to avoid breaking the lock pin.
・Most locks parts and made of zinc alloy or brass. Their service life might 

therefore be reduced when exposed to corrosive environments such as 

spa or seaside locations.
・We recommend a regular lubrication of the locks, using specific lubricant 

such as Teflon or graphite based ones.
・Please consult Sugatsune for specific key numbers and combinations 

before making the final key plan.

・Locks have two types: Key alike and key different. Key alike indicates identical key number of multiple locks. Key different indicate 

different key numbers of multiple locks.
・If ordering 3 locks for 3 different keys with the numbers of A, B and C, key alike will be A, A, A (or B, B, B or C, C, C), while key 

different will be A, B, C.
・Locks with key alike are suitable for places (like dustbins at the station) where the worker wants to unlock multiple locks with one 

key; While locks with key different cannot be unlocked with the same key, suitable for places (like lockers) where strict security 

management is required.
・For the locks herein, to differentiate the types with key alike from those with key different, the item name of a lock with key alike is 

suffixed with “-D”, while that of a lock with key different is suffixed with “-B”.
・For key numbers and their combination, please consult us before determining specifications.

[Key Alike and Key Different]

[Exclusive Number]
・Exclusive key numbers not overlapping with other customers are available depending on the products. Please consult us for 

made to order.
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Sugatsune Also Offers Made-to-order Products!

Cam shape or length change, etc.

For OEM and ODM request form with required items at consultation, refer to ▶ P.923~925

Example of Specification Change


